
 IQ - Interactive Quizzes, 2018 
 

Crash Course Astronomy 

#1 - Introduction to Astronomy 

Video Duration: 12:11  22 Questions 
Welcome to the first episode of Crash Course Astronomy. 

Your host for this intergalactic adventure is the Bad 

Astronomer himself, Phil Plait.  

 

Click the icon to play: 

 YouTube      Kahoot!          Quizizz 

                                   

 

Crash Course Astronomy 

#2 - Naked Eye Observations 

Video Duration: 11:16  20 Questions 
Phil invites you to head outside and take a look at all the 

incredible things you can see with your naked eye. 

Click the icon to play: 

 YouTube      Kahoot!          Quizizz 

                                   

 

Crash Course Astronomy 

#3 - Cycles in the Sky 

Video Duration: 9:28  20 Questions 
We build on our naked eye observations and take a look at 

the cyclical phenomena that we can see at work in the 

universe. 

Click the icon to play: 

 YouTube      Kahoot!          Quizizz 

                                   

https://goo.gl/8meBeY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=01QWC-rZcfE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0rHUDWjR5gg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0rHUDWjR5gg
https://goo.gl/ZoNkBy
http://goo.gl/JF2ae8
https://goo.gl/8meBeY
https://goo.gl/CnRRXs
http://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/574f7639dc89de4d55886a1d
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=01QWC-rZcfE
https://goo.gl/CfwQu3
http://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/5750a74cdc89de4d55899f6a
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Crash Course Astronomy 

#4 - Moon Phases 

Video Duration: 9:45  22 Questions 
In this episode of Crash Course Astronomy, Phil takes you 

through the cause and name of the Moon's phases. 

Click the icon to play: 

 YouTube      Kahoot!          Quizizz 

                                   

 

Crash Course Astronomy 

#5 - Eclipses 

Video Duration: 10:31  22 Questions 
A solar eclipse is when the Moon blocks the Sun so its 

shadow falls on the Earth, and a lunar eclipse is when the 

Earth’s shadow falls on the Moon. 

 

Click the icon to play: 

 YouTube      Kahoot!          Quizizz 

                                   

 

Crash Course Astronomy 

#6 - Telescopes 

Video Duration: 11:59  20 Questions 
Phil explains how telescopes work and offers up some 

astronomical shopping advice. 

Click the icon to play: 

 YouTube      Kahoot!          Quizizz 

                                   

CraniumFirePaid 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AQ5vty8f9Xc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PRgua7xceDA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mYhy7eaazIk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AQ5vty8f9Xc
https://goo.gl/L57XS3
http://goo.gl/7MXRma
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PRgua7xceDA
https://goo.gl/WuE2Sb
http://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/5752211fa67c6326831ee1cf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mYhy7eaazIk
https://goo.gl/Rciplq
http://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/57531b4da67c6326831eeac7
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Crash Course Astronomy  

#7 - The Gravity of the Situation 

Video Duration: 10:02  20 Questions 
Phil looks at how gravity plays out across the universe.  

Gravity is a force, and everything with mass has gravity. 

Click the icon to play: 

 YouTube      Kahoot!          Quizizz 

                                   

 

Crash Course Astronomy 

#8 - Tides 

Video Duration: 9:46  21 Questions 
Phil explores the world of tides! What is the relationship 

between tides and gravity? How do planets and their moons 

become tidally locked? 

Click the icon to play: 

 YouTube      Kahoot!          Quizizz 

                                   

 

Crash Course Astronomy 

#9 - Introduction to the Solar System 

Video Duration: 10:16  22 Questions 
We explore how we went from a giant ball of gas to the 

system of planets and other celestial objects we have today. 

Click the icon to play: 

 YouTube      Kahoot!          Quizizz 

                                   

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TRAbZxQHlVw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KlWpFLfLFBI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TKM0P3XlMNA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TRAbZxQHlVw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TRAbZxQHlVw
https://goo.gl/aA6WVl
http://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/57533894a67c6326831eeb0a
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KlWpFLfLFBI
https://goo.gl/MmczpK
http://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/57548220a67c6326831ef2ec
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TKM0P3XlMNA
https://goo.gl/HSk7Si
http://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/575c6a52bfc7d231774622b3
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Crash Course Astronomy  

#10 - The Sun 

Video Duration: 12:03  21 Questions 
We look at the Sun's core, plasma, magnetic fields, sunspots, 

solar flares, and what all of that means for our planet. 

Click the icon to play: 

 YouTube      Kahoot!          Quizizz 

                                   

 

Crash Course Astronomy 

#11 - The Earth 

Video Duration: 10:13  21 Questions 
Phil starts the planet-by-planet tour of the solar system right 

here at home, Earth.  

Click the icon to play: 

 YouTube      Kahoot!          Quizizz 

                                   

 

Crash Course Astronomy 

#12 - The Moon 

Video Duration: 9:51  20 Questions 
Join Phil for a tour of our Moon, from surface features, inside 

to the core, and back in time to theories about its formation. 

Click the icon to play: 

 YouTube      Kahoot!          Quizizz 

                                   

 

CraniumFirePaid 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w-9gDALvMF4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mCzchPx3yF8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b22HKFMIfWo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b22HKFMIfWo
https://goo.gl/KLqePE
http://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/575daf52bfc7d231774626ae
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w-9gDALvMF4
https://goo.gl/TH4UqT
http://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/57648f816081f6af0b56829f
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mCzchPx3yF8
https://goo.gl/RGm2oq
http://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/57655bc46081f6af0b5685da
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Crash Course Astronomy 

#13 - Mercury 

Video Duration: 10:17  22 Questions 
Mercury is the closest planet to the sun. It's incredibly hot 

but, surprisingly, has water ice hiding beneath its surface.  

Click the icon to play: 

 YouTube      Kahoot!          Quizizz 

                                   

 

Crash Course Astronomy 

#14 - Venus 

Video Duration: 10:49  22 Questions 
Venus is a gorgeous naked-eye planet, hanging like a 

diamond in the twilight -- but it’s beauty is best looked at 

from afar.  

Click the icon to play: 

 YouTube      Kahoot!          Quizizz 

                                   

 

Crash Course Astronomy 

#15 - Mars 

Video Duration: 10:11  21 Questions 
The fourth planet from the sun and the outermost of the 

terrestrial planets, Mars has long been a popular spot for 

missions and imagination.  

Click the icon to play: 

 YouTube      Kahoot!          Quizizz 

                                   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P3GkZe3nRQ0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZFUgy3crCYY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I-88YWx71gE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P3GkZe3nRQ0
https://goo.gl/cn7XJ4
http://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/5765fb2a6081f6af0b568fdd
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZFUgy3crCYY
https://goo.gl/r7sSxu
http://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/57771a6303f516d437ade426
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I-88YWx71gE
https://goo.gl/oJXp5C
http://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/57780620409d196e31471fba
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Crash Course Astronomy 

#16 - Jupiter 

Video Duration: 10:42  21 Questions 
Jupiter is the biggest planet in our solar system. The gas 

giant is NOT a failed star, but a really successful planet!  

Click the icon to play: 

 YouTube      Kahoot!          Quizizz 

                                   

 

Crash Course Astronomy 

#17 - Jupiter's Moons 

Video Duration: 10:29  20 Questions 
Before moving on from Jupiter to Saturn, we’re going to 

linger for a moment on Jupiter’s moons. 

Click the icon to play: 

 YouTube      Kahoot!          Quizizz 

                                   

 

Crash Course Astronomy 

#18 - Saturn 

Video Duration: 12:15  22 Questions 
Saturn is the crown jewel of the solar system, beautiful and 

fascinating. It is a gas giant, and has a broad set of rings 

made of ice particles.  

Click the icon to play: 

 YouTube      Kahoot!          Quizizz 

                                   

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xwn8fQSW7-8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HaFaf7vbgpE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E8GNde5nCSg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xwn8fQSW7-8
https://goo.gl/mcM8pa
http://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/5778267a409d196e31472021
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HaFaf7vbgpE
https://goo.gl/vSL62i
http://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/57785bb7409d196e31472328
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E8GNde5nCSg
https://goo.gl/accXT5
http://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/5778dec9409d196e31472975
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Crash Course Astronomy 

#19 - Uranus & Neptune 

Video Duration: 12:18  23 Questions 
We’re rounding out our planetary tour with ice giants Uranus 

and Neptune. Both have small rocky cores and atmospheres 

that make them look greenish and blue. 

Click the icon to play: 

 YouTube      Kahoot!          Quizizz 

                                   

 

Crash Course Astronomy 

#20 - Asteroids 

Video Duration: 11:33  22 Questions 
Asteroids are chunks of rock, metal, or both that were once 

part of smallish planets but were destroyed after collisions.  

Click the icon to play: 

 YouTube      Kahoot!          Quizizz 

                                   

 

Crash Course Astronomy 

#21 - Comets  

Video Duration: 11:54  22 Questions 
Comets are chunks of ice and rock that orbit the Sun. When 

they get near the Sun the ice turns into gas, forming the long 

tail, and also releases dust that forms a different tail. 

Click the icon to play: 

 YouTube      Kahoot!          Quizizz 

                                   

CraniumFirePaid 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1hIwD17Crko
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=auxpcdQimCs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yB9HHyPpKds
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1hIwD17Crko
https://goo.gl/lCXZ4u
http://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/57791332409d196e31472b14
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=auxpcdQimCs
https://goo.gl/FT1Ocx
http://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/57799ee0409d196e31472f69
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yB9HHyPpKds
https://goo.gl/TYu8ld
https://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/58841baec2c506ec56f20d86
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Crash Course Astronomy 

#22 - The Oort Cloud 

Video Duration: 11:41  22 Questions 
We’re heading to the outskirts of the solar system. Out past 

Neptune are vast reservoirs of icy bodies that can become 

comets if they get poked into the inner solar system. 

Click the icon to play: 

 YouTube      Kahoot!          Quizizz 

                                   

 

Crash Course Astronomy 

#23 - Meteors  

Video Duration: 11:22  23 Questions 
Phil helps keep you from ticking off an astronomer in your life 

by making sure you know the difference between a meteor, 

meteorite, and meteoroid. 

Click the icon to play: 

 YouTube      Kahoot!          Quizizz 

                                   

 

Crash Course Astronomy 

#24 - Light  

Video Duration: 10:34  23 Questions 
In order to understand how we study the universe, we need 

to talk a little bit about light. Light is a form of energy. 

Click the icon to play: 

 YouTube      Kahoot!          Quizizz 

                                   

CraniumFirePaid 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZJscxTyI__s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TuDfZ2Md5x8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jjy-eqWM38g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZJscxTyI__s
https://goo.gl/wnu2w5
https://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/5986082a294b2f100090a427
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TuDfZ2Md5x8
https://goo.gl/vfQjPp
https://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/598665f8906b051100296f04
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jjy-eqWM38g
https://goo.gl/dke9qq
https://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/59875c5c294b2f100090cbae
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Crash Course Astronomy 

#25 - Distances 

Video Duration: 11:21  20 Questions 
How do astronomers make sense out of the vastness of 

space? How do they study things so far away? Today Phil 

talks about distances, going back to early astronomy. 

Click the icon to play: 

 YouTube      Kahoot!          Quizizz 

                                   

 

Crash Course Astronomy 

#26 - Stars  

Video Duration: 10:41  21 Questions 
Phil explains the stars and how they can be categorized 

using their spectra. Together with their distance, this 

provides a wealth of information about them. 

Click the icon to play: 

 YouTube      Kahoot!          Quizizz 

                                   

 

Crash Course Astronomy 

#27 - Exoplanets  

Video Duration: 11:49  20 Questions 
There are other planets out there and astronomers have a lot 

of methods for detecting them. 

Click the icon to play: 

 YouTube      Kahoot!          Quizizz 

                                   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CWMh61yutjU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ld75W1dz-h0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7ATtD8x7vV0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CWMh61yutjU
https://goo.gl/r4E3xr
https://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/59887c1f906b05110029a901
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ld75W1dz-h0
https://goo.gl/gQXuJX
https://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/598905e7294b2f10009140ff
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7ATtD8x7vV0
https://goo.gl/3mYUjK
https://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/5989c008906b05110029e143
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Crash Course Astronomy 

#28 - Brown Dwarfs 

Video Duration: 11:06  20 Questions 
Brown dwarfs, have a mass that places them between giant 

planets and small stars. They were only recently discovered 

in the 1990’s, but thousands are now known. 

Click the icon to play: 

 YouTube      Kahoot!          Quizizz 

                                   

 

Crash Course Astronomy 

#29 - Low Mass Stars  

Video Duration: 12:03  20 Questions 
Today we are talking about the life -- and death -- of stars. 

Low mass stars live a long time, fusing all their hydrogen into 

helium over a trillion years. 

Click the icon to play: 

 YouTube      Kahoot!          Quizizz 

                                   

 

Crash Course Astronomy 

#30 - White Dwarfs & Planetary Nebulae  

Video Duration: 11:10  20 Questions 
White dwarfs are incredibly hot and dense objects roughly 

the size of Earth. They also can form planetary nebulae. 

Click the icon to play: 

 YouTube      Kahoot!          Quizizz 

                                   

https://youtube.com/watch?v=4zKVx29_A1w
https://youtube.com/watch?v=jfvMtCHv1q4
https://youtube.com/watch?v=Mj06h8BeeOA
https://youtube.com/watch?v=4zKVx29_A1w
https://goo.gl/uBkTTa
https://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/598a133769f7b710003dcddc
https://youtube.com/watch?v=jfvMtCHv1q4
https://goo.gl/p5ZiL1
https://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/598bb698a78a541000ea58d1
https://youtube.com/watch?v=Mj06h8BeeOA
https://goo.gl/CSgUh1
https://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/598c7c55fe8c72110093474d
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Crash Course Astronomy 

#31 - High Mass Stars 

Video Duration: 12:17  21 Questions 
Massive stars fuse heavier elements in their cores than 

lower mass stars. This leads to the creation of heavier 

elements up to iron. 

Click the icon to play: 

 YouTube      Kahoot!          Quizizz 

                                   

 

Crash Course Astronomy 

#32 - Neutron Stars  

Video Duration: 12:57  20 Questions 
Neutrons stars are incredibly dense, spin rapidly, and have 

very strong magnetic fields. Some of them we see as 

pulsars, flashing in brightness as they spin. 

Click the icon to play: 

 YouTube      Kahoot!          Quizizz 

                                   

 

Crash Course Astronomy 

#33 - Black Holes 

Video Duration: 12:26  20 Questions 
We’ve covered a lot of incredible stuff, but this week we’re 

talking about the weirdest objects in space: Black Holes. 

Click the icon to play: 

 YouTube      Kahoot!          Quizizz 

                                   

CraniumFirePaid 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=PWx9DurgPn8
https://youtube.com/watch?v=RrMvUL8HFlM
https://youtube.com/watch?v=qZWPBKULkdQ
https://youtube.com/watch?v=PWx9DurgPn8
https://goo.gl/T5kgju
https://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/598dd3b6e073611100fb48d7
https://youtube.com/watch?v=RrMvUL8HFlM
https://goo.gl/JBoLjP
https://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/598f28069bb3cc110015dba5
https://youtube.com/watch?v=qZWPBKULkdQ
https://goo.gl/RsbSYr
https://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/59907621e073611100fbabc8
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Crash Course Astronomy 

#34 - Binary and Multiple Stars 

Video Duration: 12:01  21 Questions 
Many stars are actually part of binary or multiple systems. If 

they are close enough together they can actually touch 

other, merging into one peanut-shaped star. 

Click the icon to play: 

 YouTube      Kahoot!          Quizizz 

                                   

 

Crash Course Astronomy 

#35 - Star Clusters 

Video Duration: 10:36  20 Questions 
Last week we covered multiple star systems, but what if we 

added thousands or even millions of stars to the mix? A star 

cluster. 

Click the icon to play: 

 YouTube      Kahoot!          Quizizz 

                                   

 

Crash Course Astronomy 

#36 - Nebulae  

Video Duration: 12:16  21 Questions 
Nebulae are clouds of gas and dust in space. They can glow 

on their own or reflect light from nearby stars. 

Click the icon to play: 

 YouTube      Kahoot!          Quizizz 

                                   

https://youtube.com/watch?v=pIFiCLhJmig
https://youtube.com/watch?v=an4rgJ3O21A
https://youtube.com/watch?v=W8UI7F43_Yk
https://youtube.com/watch?v=pIFiCLhJmig
https://create.kahoot.it/details/binary-and-multiple-stars/0e56b411-368c-4412-9192-38ff33b9f616
https://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/5991ce8b8356341100ca6d7b
https://youtube.com/watch?v=an4rgJ3O21A
https://create.kahoot.it/details/star-clusters/59c5c645-5425-47e7-9f29-b979fc72da5e
https://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/5b3989389195a6001aec69a9
https://youtube.com/watch?v=W8UI7F43_Yk
https://create.kahoot.it/details/nebulae/28ab5b9e-991a-4b79-a82f-d36f9aa11d3f
https://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/5b3b76ba9195a6001aec962e
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Crash Course Astronomy 

#37 - The Milky Way 

Video Duration: 11:14  20 Questions 
Today we’re talking about our galactic neighborhood: The 

Milky Way. It’s a disk galaxy, a collection of dust, gas, and 

hundreds of billions of stars. 

Click the icon to play: 

 YouTube      Kahoot!          Quizizz 

                                   

 

Crash Course Astronomy 

#38 - Galaxies, part 1 

Video Duration: 12:06  25 Questions 
Galaxies contain gas, dust, and billions of stars or more. 

They come in four main shapes: elliptical, spiral, peculiar, 

and irregular. 

Click the icon to play: 

 YouTube      Kahoot!          Quizizz 

                                   

 

Crash Course Astronomy 

#39 - Galaxies, part 2 

Video Duration: 15:34  22 Questions 
Galaxies tend not to be loners, but instead exist in smaller 

groups and larger clusters. 

Click the icon to play: 

 YouTube      Kahoot!          Quizizz 

                                   

https://youtube.com/watch?v=tj_QPnO8vpQ
https://youtube.com/watch?v=I82ADyJC7wE
https://youtube.com/watch?v=_O2sg-PGhEg
https://youtube.com/watch?v=tj_QPnO8vpQ
https://create.kahoot.it/details/the-milky-way/449597e5-1e9d-4cb4-adc2-31ba8a2f7eb4
https://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/5b3bd5309195a6001aec9f7c
https://youtube.com/watch?v=I82ADyJC7wE
https://create.kahoot.it/details/galaxies-part-1/8b80a9b5-9b2b-444d-b401-4b50bb7fbf92
https://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/5b3c10ac9195a6001aeca37a
https://youtube.com/watch?v=_O2sg-PGhEg
https://create.kahoot.it/details/galaxies-part-2/03b5e3ca-3a31-4ba9-98cf-d24056aa9a89
https://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/5b3d223dc2891200191bcd82
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Crash Course Astronomy 

#40 - Gamma-Ray Bursts 

Video Duration: 14:05  22 Questions 
Gamma-ray bursts are not only incredible to study, but their 

discovery has an epic story in Cold War history. 

Click the icon to play: 

 YouTube      Kahoot!          Quizizz 

                                   

 

Crash Course Astronomy 

#41 - Dark Matter 

Video Duration: 12:00  18 Questions 
The stuff we can actually observe in the universe isn’t all 

there is. Galaxies are created and shifted by a force we 

detect mostly indirectly. 

Click the icon to play: 

 YouTube      Kahoot!          Quizizz 

                                   

 

Crash Course Astronomy 

#42 - The Big Bang, Cosmology part 1  

Video Duration: 13:23  22 Questions 
Knowing that the universe is expanding and how quickly its 

expanding allows us to run the clock backwards 14 billion 

years to the way the universe began - with a bang. 

Click the icon to play: 

 YouTube      Kahoot!          Quizizz 

                                   

https://youtube.com/watch?v=Z2zA9nPFN5A
https://youtube.com/watch?v=9W3RsaWuCuE
https://youtube.com/watch?v=9B7Ix2VQEGo
https://youtube.com/watch?v=Z2zA9nPFN5A
https://create.kahoot.it/details/gamma-ray-bursts/36c55610-c201-46e8-a415-f603c621b289
https://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/5b4a3c30eb6a4e00192d2fa6/gamma-ray-bursts
https://youtube.com/watch?v=9W3RsaWuCuE
https://create.kahoot.it/details/dark-matter/c75027ba-d470-4f02-b1bf-62ce6d89c061
https://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/5b4b9bbceb6a4e00192d4a99/dark-matter
https://youtube.com/watch?v=9B7Ix2VQEGo
https://create.kahoot.it/details/the-big-bang-cosmology-part-1/b03e4cc0-0365-4a68-aaa0-62022ca855ac
https://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/5b4e335e98d5050019e26f8f/the-big-bang-cosmology-part-1
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Crash Course Astronomy 

#43 - Dark Energy, Cosmology part 2 

Video Duration: 11:23  20 Questions 
We don’t know exactly what it is, but we do know that dark 

energy accelerates the expansion of space. 

Click the icon to play: 

 YouTube      Kahoot!          Quizizz 

                                   

 

Crash Course Astronomy 

#44 - A Brief History of the Universe 

Video Duration: 12:36  23 Questions 
Thanks to the wonders of physics, astronomers can map a 

timeline of the universe’s history. Phil gives you an overview 

of those first few minutes of the universe’s life. 

Click the icon to play: 

 YouTube      Kahoot!          Quizizz 

                                   

 

Crash Course Astronomy 

#45 - Deep Time 

Video Duration: 15:15  21 Questions 
As we approach the end of Crash Course Astronomy, it’s 

time now to acknowledge that our Universe’s days are 

numbered. 

Click the icon to play: 

 YouTube      Kahoot!          Quizizz 

                                   

https://youtube.com/watch?v=gzLM6ltw3l0
https://youtube.com/watch?v=IGCVTSQw7WU
https://youtube.com/watch?v=jDF-N3A60DE
https://youtube.com/watch?v=gzLM6ltw3l0
https://create.kahoot.it/details/dark-energy-cosmology-part-2/28c59eaf-7bfd-440a-b8fe-f4314cb1b76d
https://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/5b5250bc84d6e7001a09144a/dark-energy-cosmology-part-2
https://youtube.com/watch?v=IGCVTSQw7WU
https://create.kahoot.it/details/a-brief-history-of-the-universe/03e2d1a2-355f-48cf-a52f-50774585127b
https://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/5b5347d388cc08001903dbda/a-brief-history-of-the-universe
https://youtube.com/watch?v=jDF-N3A60DE
https://create.kahoot.it/details/deep-time/0a98cad4-bce6-4f11-9e84-166148e9821a
https://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/5b5f3d8983c633001ae0d454/deep-time
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Crash Course Astronomy 

#46 - Everything, The Universe...And Life 

Video Duration: 11:23  16 Questions 
Phil gives the course a send-off with a look at some of his 

favorite topics and the big questions that Astronomy allows 

us to ask. 

Click the icon to play: 
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=mgdq6DOTU3M
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https://create.kahoot.it/details/everything-the-universe-and-life/8468d233-6f53-4f7c-bf28-30540261c62b
https://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/5b6c43a3a741650019f40791/everything-the-universeand-life

